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In this issue we recognize the untimely
passing of two outstanding engineers
who made significant contributions to
the Regiment, LTG (Ret) Max Noah and
MG (Ret) Mark Yenter. In our year end
issue, we will recognize LTG Noah's role
in the history of AEA as a founder and
key player/contributor up until his death.
FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Dear AEA Members,
Whether it is as a leader, a Nation, the Army, or as the Engineer Regiment, over time I
have learned that you have to be able to tell your story in a meaningful way. There are a
number of ways to document your unit’s success like by writings and by illustrations related to
its mission, training plans, and training. I always offer an open dialogue with units regarding
articles for the Army Engineer Magazine. Please keep writing and sending them to
XD@Armyengineer.com.
Another way we tell our story is through art. I realized there was a dearth of Engineer
Art and put together the concept for the 150th Engineer Commemorative Print. Where most
military art captures one moment in time and one place, the Commenorative Print captures the Engineer Regiment. With over
20 disciplines (MOSs), 150 years, 5 wars, numerous conflicts, and the impact the Corps of Engineer has had on construction,
civil works, and disaster response-----all had to be in the collage. The challenge was winnowing down 1500 pictures and images
to capture just the 20. We commissioned 750 of the Engineer Commemorative Prints. We have sold over 250 so far since
March 2018.
For the next art project, I need your help. I need your photos/images and a caption of the units, the date, the location,
and what they are doing, as your recommendation for the art to reflect the period 2001 to present. It has been a period of
persistent conflict with priorities shifting from Iraq, Afghanistan, Syria, Africa, and the Pacific. The attacks of 9/11, the initial
invasion, troops surges, and unwavering spirit of the Engineer Regiment to “Let Us Try”, ESSAYONS, amount to a thousand
different stories of individuals and missions. Many of us have lost friends and comrades over this time as we completed the
mission but many times at a higher cost than we ever imagined.
I ask that you email no more than 5 photos or images to XD@Armyengineer.com with the Title 2001 to Present. List the
unit, date, location, photographer, and mission so I have some context. I will start the collection and give you an update on
those that I collect. I urge the National Guard and Reserve units that make up over 70% of the Engineer Regiment to take the
time to tell your unit’s story.
Essayons,

COL (Ret) Dave Theisen, EN
Army Engineer Association
Executive Director
Sapper Memorial Wall and Grove
FLW, MO
1/509 Clearance Company out of FLW, MO,
attached to the 14th EN BN in Bala Murghab,
Afghanistan. Photo by SFC Marcus Jones.
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REGIMENTAL AWARDS
SSG Joshua R. Hicks
1LT Alex T. Quehl
SSG Matthew L. Medders
SGT Edward A. Boring II
SGT Cody W. Liming
SSG Preston A. Hummel
SSG Dallas C. Ripper
SSG John D. Kemp
CPT Jefferson C. Kramer

Steel
SSG Trent J. Pontes
CPT Francisco J. Arocho
SGT Jeffery T. Diaz
CPT Brandon M. Doble
CPT Brooke B. Deardon
1LT Joseph Hart
1LT Kevin M. Hayes
SSG Mohamad A. Fouad
SSG Hector J. Juarez
SSG Travis M. Swope
SSG John A. Melton
SSG Donald C. Parker
1LT Jennifer K. Ward
CPT Jessica M. Bouma
CPT Diana J. Bojorquez
1LT Michael A. Burkeen
1LT Adrian P. Kroger
SSG Travis HR Hickam
SGT Stephen B Kerr
SGT Ryan C. Toth
MAJ Rudy C Cavasier-Cavazos
SGT Adam R. Prentice
CW2 Jess W. Reynolds
SGT Colin M. Nelson
CPT Cody H. Nyp
CPT Richard B. Durham
SGT Robert R. Rockwood
SGT Frank Souza
SSG Gary L. Summers
SSG Chad D. Ludwig
Mr. Lonnie R. Forrest
Ms. Brenda K. Choisser
Mr. Douglas E. Wasmuth
SFC Michael S. Wallis
SGT Buck Melton
SSG Joshua A. Jacox
ARMY ENGINEER MAGAZINE

Bronze

CW3 Ted S. Ginette
SFC Joseph T. Webb
MSG Kevin M. Ray
CDR Christopher B. Buckley
Ms. Patricia Livesay
CW3 Nathan T. Galloway
CSM David Lehr
SSG Jessie M. Kirschman
LTC Alejandro Buniag
SFC Matthew B. Holmes
SGM Corey A. Thompson
CW5 Joseph M. Brewer
Ms. Patty L. Coffey
SFC Todd W. Griffith
SSG Jason S. Whitworth
COL (Ret) Andrew C. Remson
LTC Robert J. Murach
SFC Sean S. Phal
1SG Jeffrey R. Weaver
SFC Ariel Romeroperez
1SG Jonathan L. Saunders
WO1 Eric D. Ross
SFC James C. Minnick
LTC Rodney F. Orick
LTC (Ret) Adrian G. Traas
SFC Charles M. Knauff
LTC Hurel L. Johnson Jr
SGM Steven J. Whittaker
MSG Joel K. Bolton
Mr. Kinney R. Benoit
Mr. Alan R. Zytwoski
MAJ Kevin M. Thomas
SFC Alex M. Brown
Dr. Thomas Bagwell
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Mr. James C. Eichholz
Mr. Robert E. Hoffman
COL Michael S. Brooks
CPT LeShawn R. Brown
MAJ Joshua S. Land
CPT Paul J. Reed
CSM Peter K. Heggie
Mr. Mark G. Schuler
Ms. Laura J. Hemming
Mr. Lawrence W. Thomas
MAJ Dave N. MacPhail
SFC Matthew C. McCormick
1SG Steven O. Ogbuehi
MSG Brett A. Cardin
LTC Michael L. Seek
SFC Michael C. Parker
SFC Michael Metzger
SFC Terry L. Miller
SFC Christopher M. Smith
SGM Spiridon L. Roditis
CSM Chadwick L. Moneypenny
1SG Aaron T. Kincaid
LTC Brent A. Schultz
Ms. Vicki G. Dixon
Ms. Kristen Jenner
Mr. Danny D. McClendon
LTC Richard M. Bertone
LTC Edward P. Gallagher
MAJ Christopher J. Furlong
1SG David I. Gustavsen
SFC Darren R. Woolf
Ms. Erica E. Ellis
Mr. Glynn W. Richards Jr.
MAJ Montana Dugger
MSG Jason Mallory
CPT Rufus Reed
MSG Gary Titsworth
Mr. Jeff Sedgwick
SGM Scott A. Mayer
MAJ Jeremy D. Berendzen
CW3 Howard R. Gump
LTC Matthew M. Bacon
CW3 Jose M. Bermudez
MAJ David J. Lenzi, II
SFC Jamal Tmatk
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1SG Luke A. Topasna
MAJ Travis N. Toole
SFC Douglas M. Hicks
MSG Janette R. Ingebretson
SFC Matthew A. Mitzel
LTC Bradley T. Brown
SFC Steven J. Moser
SFC Ricky G. Zinke
MSG Kurk D. Schwind
SSG Charles W. Smith
SFC Joshua S. Mithchell
SFC Jory J. Babin
Mr. Michael D. Coy
SFC Bruce M. Curry Jr.
SSG Michael G. Rogers
COL Harry J. Lee Jr.
LTC David R. Burk

SFC Brian K Blandamer
SFC Jeremy L. Layman
1SG Michael G. Walls

COL Allan Webster
COL Charles M. Schoening
COL Anthony H. Adrian

Silver

Essayons

COL Kimberly M. Colloton
COL Michael J. Farrell
COL Corol B. Dobson
Mr. Russell F. Davis
Mr. George A. Ward III
Mr. Gerald B. O’Keefe
COL Kirk E. Gibbs
COL Calvin C. Hudson
COL Richard Pannell
CSM Jon R. Stanley
COL Jason A. Kirk

Ms. Sarah Lake
Ms. Susanne Sawser
Mrs. Sarah E. Curry
Mrs. Kayla Doble
Ms. Lan-Dinh Ngo
Mrs. Shonda Whittaker
Mrs. Adera Legreid
Mrs. Evelyn W. Pannell
Mrs. Denise Woolf
Mrs. Barbara K. Harrison

Sapper Spirit
PVT Trent J. Kellogg
PVT Peyton A. Vantreese
SGT Aaron L. Turrubiarte
2LT Zachary W. Wimmergren
PVT Simone J.M. Sanitoa
SSG Karamo Dukuly
PVT Emily C. Shambrock
PV2 Samuel V. Queen
PV2 Colton D. Halstensgard
WO1 Chase M. Hansen
WO1 Jeremy S. Montgomery
SSG Ryan T. Stolp
PVT Peyton C. Allen
PV2 Joshua L. Rolfe
PFC Francisco Flores
2LT Daniel G. Garman
SGT Rick J. Shaffer
PFC Brandon C. Hunt
SGT Fernando D. Perez
SFC Scott D. Kleinhenz
SPC Jonathan C. Hamilton
PV2 Zarek C. Lamere
PFC Jajuan J. Crawford
PV2 Jeremiah Hunter
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B Co, 169th En Bn, 12R10, Class 18-18
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 18360
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV (MS), 12B, Class 002-18
B Co, 554th En Bn, 12A Class 05-18
B Co, 35th En Bn, 12B10, OSUT, Class 18-002
B Co, 35th En Bn, Drill Sergeant of Cycle, Class 18-002
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 1837
D Co, 169th En Bn, 12K10, Class 18-018
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12T10, Class 008-18
C Co, 554th En Bn, 120A, Class 001-18-RC
C Co, 554th En Bn, 120A, Class 001-18-AC
A Co, 31st En Bn, Drill Sergeant of Cycle, Class 18-10-6
A Co, 31st En Bn, 12B10, OSUT, Class 18-10-6
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 1838
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12Y10, Class TRAP-501
Sapper Leader Course, 12A, 010-18
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV (MS), 12W10 PH2, Class 002
D Co, 554th En Bn, 12N10, Class 25
102D TNG DIV, TTC-FLW, 12N30 ALC, Class 002-18
102D TNG DIV, TTC-FLW, Instructor of the Cycle, Class 002-18
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 1839
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12T10, Class 009-18
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12R10, Class 20-18
A Co, 554th En Bn, 12N10, Class 26
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SPC Jorge E. Lemus Marques
SPC Andrea L. Smith
SSG Joshua J. Newbury
PVT Samuel S. Maldonado-Mojica
SSG Justin P. Rous
CDT Pieter A. Honig
SPC Nathalia M. Cruz
PVT John R. Cloonan
SPC Robert E. Rodriguez
SSG Joshua J. Reyes
PFC Tyler J. Dean
PFC Cortavis M. Jackson
SSG Travis L Jackson
SGT Ryan J. Saunders
PVT Kajhon Tims-Bostick
PFC Stephen D. Smith
SPC Xin Zhao
PVT Steven O. Jackson
SGT Anthony C. Groesch
SGT Roy M. Gano
PFC Justin Griesinger
PFC Jeffrey C. Hathhorn
PV2 Garrett W. Utsler
SSG Xenophon Johnson
SPC Angelo J. Cedrone
SPC Chadwick B. Smedley
SGT Broc S. Coleman
SPC Mark Masten
SGT Justus B. Densmore
PVT Matthew R. Geilker
SPC Jinyong J. Lee
PFC Zachariah R. Stenski
SGT Richard J. Miles III
PFC Steven D. Turner
PVT Caleb Madlena
PVT Jason D. Ortscheid
PFC Laken B. York
2LT Dillon J. McBrady
PFC Larris S. Johnson
PFC Gordon E. Evert
PVT Henseley Elysee
PV2 Nikita B. Santos
SGT Brandon A. Manley
CW2 Xavier L. Rua
CW2 Michael L. Kelley
SPC Francisco A. ValeroValera
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CESD, 35th En Bn, 12B, Class 003-18
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12R10, Class 19-18
Urban Mobility Breaching Course, 12B, Class 702-18
A Co, 35th En Bn, 12B10, OSUT, Class 18-1107
A Co, 35th En Bn, Drill Sergeant of Cycle, Class 18-1107
Sapper Leader Course, 011-18
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 1840
D Co, 169th En Bn, 12K10, Class 18-020
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV (MS), 12W10 PH3, Class 003
MSCoE, NCOA, SLC, 12B, Class 501-18
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12R10, Class 21-18
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 18-41
102D TNG DIV, TTC-FLW
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12T10, Class 10-18
D Co, 169th EN BN, 12M, Class 18-064
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12R10 Class 22-18
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W, Class 1842
D Co, 169th EN BN, 12K Class18-022
102nd Training Division, 12H30, Class 004-18
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12R, Class 001-2018
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W, Class 18435
D Co, 169th EN BN, 12M, Class18-073
A Co, 169th EN BN 12D, Class 18-10-A2C
102nd TNG DIV, TTC-FLW 12C30 ALC, Class 002-18
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12T, Class 11-18
D Co.169th EN BN, 12K10 Class 005
ALC, Class502-18
B Co, 169th EN BN 12Y Class08-18
102nd TNG DIV, TTC-FLW, 12N, Class 003-18
B Co, 31th EN BN, 12B, Class 18-12
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12R, Class 503-18
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12R, Class 23-18
102nd TNG DIV, FLW, 12N, Class 003-18
A Co, 554 EN BN, 12N, Class 30N
D Co, 169th EN BN, 12K, Class 18-023
C Co, 31st EN BN, 12B, Class 18-13/19
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W, Class 18-450
B Co 554 EN BN, 12A, Class 07-18
B CO 169th EN BN, 12Y, Class 009-18
102nd TNG DIV, TTC-FLW, 12C, Class 002-18
D CO, 169th EN BN 12K, Class 18-024
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W, Class18-46
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12T, Class 12-18
C CO, 554th EN BN, 120A, WOAC-RC 004-18
C CO, 554th EN BN, 120A, WOAC 002-18
1st BDE EN, 102nd DIV (MS) 12R, Class 004
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LTG (Ret) Max Wilbur Noah
1932-2018

LTG (Ret) Max Wilbur Noah passed away on June
15, 2018 at the age of 86 from complications from a rare
autoimmune disease, Churg Strauss Syndrome (CSS) at Fort
Belvoir, VA. Although LTG Noah’s home time and family
roots are in Milledgeville, GA, he served 35 years in the
Army and retired as the Comptroller of the Army. In peace
and war, his assignments took him to Korea, Vietnam, and
Panama and to command Army units at many levels from
Lieutenant to General Officer commands. During his service
his awards and decorations included the Distinguished
Service Medal with First Oak Leaf Cluster, the Legion of
Merit with Oak Leaf Cluster, the Bronze Star medal, the
Meritorious Service medal, the Air Medal, and the Army
Commendation medal with Oak Leaf Cluster. LTG Noah
attended the Georgia Military Academy, Georgia Tech, and
then USMA where he graduated as a 2LT in the Corps of
th
Engineers in 1953. In Vietnam, LTG Noah was with the 45
th
Engineer Group and the 18 Engineer Brigade. His capstone
nd
assignment was as the commander of the 2 Engineer
th
Group, 8 US Army, Korea. As a combat engineer, he served
th
th
in the Korean War in the 10 EN BN and the 74 EN BN,
nd
followed by several assignments at Fort Bragg, in the 82
th
Airborne Division’s 307 Airborne Engineer Battalion, to
include command. He was also a Senior Parachutist with
Army Airborne Engineer troops.
LTG Noah’s USACE assignments encompassed both
civil works and military missions. He was a resident
engineer at the Oahe Dam, Pierra, SD for the Omaha District
and the District Commander of the St. Paul District, MN. As
Commander of the Huntsville Division, his primary duty
station was in the Negev Desert, Israel. He was tasked to
rapidly construct two highly sensitive airbases for the Israeli
Defense Force that later played an important role in combat
9

and peace negotiations between Egypt and Israeli during the
Carter presidency. Recognizing his academic talent, the
Army sent him to Purdue University to obtain a Master’s in
Electrical Engineering. This was followed by a subsequent
assignment as an instructor and later Asst. Professor, Dept.
of Electricity, USMA. During this time LTG Noah became
coach of USMA’s Water Polo team and oversaw their
successful undefeated run during his time coach. One of the
Army’s thought leaders, GEN William DePuy recognized LTG
Noah’s talent and acumen. LTG Noah subsequently, served
in significant assignments in the business of program
analysis, in both technical and financial aspects. In the
evolving era of analysis, he received appointments in the
General officer ranks of the Army. He served at both the
headquarters of the Army’s TRADOC and at the Dept. of the
Army where his capstone assignment was the Comptroller
of the Army. As an Engineer General experienced in both
civil and military missions, an outstanding leader from his
troop time and from his instructor time at USMA, LTG Noah
was assigned as the Commandant and Commanding General
of the USAES. This era had a major impact on the USACE’s
soldiers by way of their education and leadership
development.
Part of his mission was for force
development of Engineer unit’s structure and organization,
in the training and education of the engineer force in the
total Army, National Guard, Army Reserve, and the
development of future equipment needs and requirements.
After retirement from the Army, LTG Noah
continued to serve the nation, the Army, and its soldiers.
LTG Noah was VP at the prestigious consulting firm,
Burdeshaw Associates. He served as a member of the Army
Science Board for the Secretary of the Army, participated at
the director level for the Association of the US Army, the
Army Historical Foundation, the Georgia Military College
Foundation, and the West Point Association of Graduates.
In this post military period, LTG Noah was recognized by
Georgia Military College and USMA as a Distinguished
Graduate. He was awarded the Gold de Fleury medal and
was honored for his airborne engineer roots as the Colonel
th
of the 307 Engineer Regiment.
He is survived by his
loving wife of 61 years, Pricilla
Treat Loyal VanSickler Noah;
daughter Kimbel Burt and her
husband LTC (Ret) Michael Burt
and their son Michael; son Van
Noah and his wife Meena and
their son, Max Oh and daughter,
Dabney Moulton, her husband
Jim Moulton and their daughter
Marion Hammond and husband,
Eric and their sons James and Jeff
Moulton.
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MG (Ret) Mark William Yenter
1958-2018

MG (Ret) Mark William Yenter at the age of 60,
died suddenly of natural causes at his home in Carson City,
NV on May 25th. MG Yenter was born into military service
to Dorothy (Berger) of Carson City and CPT Kenneth Yenter
th
of Fernley at the 9 General Hospital in Birkenfeld,
Germany. Raised under the Flag, MG Yenter lived the life of
a military family member in Kentucky, Oklahoma, Hawaii,
Virginia, and Carson City while his father was in Korea. He
attended the University of Nevada in Reno and was
President of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity. Through Alpha
Chi Omega sorority, MG Yenter found the love of his life,
Lisa Talamo. He then became a Distinguished Military
Graduate of the ROTC program and in 1981 was
commissioned as a 2LT of Engineers in the Regular Army.
Following graduation from the Officer Basic Course and US
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Army Ranger School, MG Yenter would marry the future
Mrs. Lisa Yenter and began their distinguished career of
service to the Nation. Assignments included parachute duty
with 1-509 ABCT in Vicenza, Italy; multiple assignments in
increasing levels of command and staff positions at Fort
th
nd
Bragg, NC with the 307 Engineers, 82 Airborne Division,
th
th
27 Engineer Battalion, Delta Force and the 20 Engineer
Brigade and the XVIII Airborne Corps. He was promoted to
Brigadier General in the Capital Building in Carson City and
went on to command the Pacific Ocean Division of Engineers
and later commanded the Maneuver Support Center of
Excellence and Fort Leonard Wood, MO. He served as the
Assistant Chief of Staff, J3 for US Forces Korea and later
retired from an assignment as the Deputy Chief of Engineers
for the United States Army in June, 2017. MG Yenter served
multiple tours of combat duty in Bosnia-Herzogovina, Iraq,
and Afghanistan and was highly decorated for his service in
peace and war. He was a master parachutist and earned the
Sapper and Ranger tabs, and was a registered Professional
Engineer from the State of Virginia with a Master’s Degree
in Water Management from the University of Colorado in
Boulder.
Throughout his life, MG Yenter remained at heart a
Son of Nevada. Battle Born, he retired with Mrs. Yenter to
their home in Carson City, where the views of Jack's Valley
and the Sierras refreshed and restored him daily. He will
join generations of his ancestors dating back to the Nevada
Territory as he is buried with full military honors at Lone
Mountain Cemetery in Carson City. He was preceded in
death by his grandparents, parents, and brother Paul. He is
survived by his wife Mrs. Lisa Yenter; their daughter Lindsay
(Karl) Swanson of Carlsbad, CA and their two sons Kaden
William and Liam Mark Robert; their son Marcus of Carson
City; brother Brad (Karey) Yenter of Carson City and their
daughters Jamie and Cynthia; Paul's children Brandon and
Rachel; sister Jane (Dan) Fitzgerald of Plano, TX and their
children Laura, Jessica and John; as well as a great number
of close relatives in Northern Nevada, California, and across
the United States. MG Yenter was laid to rest at the First
Presbyterian Church in Carson City, NV on June 2, 2018.
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The Institute for
Water Resources
new Director
Dr. Joe Manous

The Institute for Water Resources welcomes new Director, Dr. Joe Manous.
As Director, Dr. Manous oversees a multi‐disciplinary Field Operating
Agency that supports USACE’s Civil Works (water resources) missions
through water resources planning, policy and decision‐support model
development; hydraulic and hydrological engineering; dam and levee safety;
and training and national/international interface with academia,
professional societies, and non‐government organizations.
Prior to
becoming IWR Director, Dr. Manous served as a Water Resources Engineer
and Manager for International Activities at IWR, where he specialized in the
areas of water resources and environmental security issues associated with
water. He also worked closely with the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
the Army for Civil Works, HQ USACE, and was an Adjunct Professor at
George Mason University teaching courses in engineering economics and
water resources. Dr. Manous is a retired USACE officer and his last active
duty assignment was as Academy Professor at the USMA, where he taught
courses in environmental engineering, water resources, and environmental
security. Dr. Manous is a graduate of the Georgia Institute of Technology
(Civil Engineering), North Georgia College (Physics), University of Illinois
(M.S., Civil Engineering), US Army War College (Masters of Strategic
Studies), and University of Minnesota (Ph.D., Environmental Engineering).
He is active in several professional engineering organizations including
American Society of Civil Engineers, National Society of Professional
Engineers, National Institute of Engineering Ethics, SAME, Order of the
Engineer, and the Army Engineer Association. Joe is a 2014 recipient of the
SAME President’s Medal; 2012 ASCE Government Engineer of the Year
award; 2012 The Infrastructure Security Partnership, Annual Award for
Distinguished Leadership in Critical Infrastructure Resilience; 2010 ASCE
Professional Practice, Ethics, and Leadership Award; and 2008 AEA Silver
de Fleury Medal. Dr. Manous is a Diplomate of the American Academy of
Water Resources Engineers (D.WRE) and a registered Professional Engineer
in the Commonwealth of Virginia.

Ms. Diane Ray, Senior Project Manager for New England District’s
Regulatory Division has been named the USACE Don Lawyer Regulator
of the Year for 2018. With over 40 years of experience in the Regulatory
Program, Ms. Ray has led the interagency team that developed an
Endangers Species Act Programmatic Consultation (PC), that has been
adopted, by the North Atlantic Division and National Marine Fisheries
Service. According to Thomas P. Smith, P.E., SES, Chief, Operations and
Regulatory Division and LRD/NAD Regional Integration Team Leader
Directorate of Civil Works USACE, the PC reduced informal consultation
processing times by 90-percent. “Ms. Ray also provided training and
support to other NAD district in implementing the PC, which helped
significantly reduce their consultation backlogs”. Ms. Ray is well known
and highly regarded in the Regulatory community for her ability to work
cooperatively with state and federal agencies while helping applicants
through all review requirements as efficiently as possible, according to
Smith. USACE established the Don Lawyer Award in 1984 to honor an
outstanding non-supervisory regulator who exemplifies superior public
service with a commitment to upholding the Corps' Regulatory Mission of
protecting
aquatic resources while allowing for reasonable development.
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Ms. Diane Ray
USACE Don Lawyer
Regulator of the Year

The Army Engineer Association will award $16,000 in scholarships this year to members and their children. We
have provided over $150,000 over the last decade in education scholarships. There are seven different
programs that we collect applications for each year. In the last issue, we announced 4 $1000 recipients. The
Congressman David Hobson STEM scholarship is named for the former congressman of the 7th Congressional
District in Ohio. Trimble sponsors these 3 $3000 scholarships that are awarded to applicants who are working
towards a degree in one of the 300 Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math degrees recognized as STEM.
The MG Leif Sverdrup Scholarship is funded out of the general revenue fund from AEA and awards $1000
scholarships to junior officers CPTs and below and Warrant Officers W1 and W2.

AEA is proud to announce
Congressman David Hobson STEM Scholarships Recipients
Mr. Luke Dixon
Son of AEA member COL Brian Dixon of the US Army Reserves. He is currently a student at Clarkson
University in Potsdam, NY. He is pursuing a BS in Mechanical Engineering. He was Valedictorian of
his high school and is carrying a 4.0 GPA through his Freshman Year.

Mr. Mathew Dunbar
Son of AEA member Mr. Stephen Dunbar, USACE, New England District. He is attending the University
of New Hampshire in Durham, NH where he is pursuing a BS in Mechanical Engineering. He has a 3.75
GPA through his freshman year.

Mr. Benjamin Regorrah
Son of LTC (Ret) Virginia Regorrah. He is currently a student pursuing a BS in Mathematics at the
University Of North Dakota in Grand Forks, ND. He currently has a 3.875 GPA through his freshman
year.

MG Leif Sverdrup Scholarship Recipients
CPT Adriana Veal
With the Engineer CPTs Career Course, FLW MO attending MST.

CW2 Darius Cooper
With 5th EN BN, FLW MO attending Liberty University.

For information on how to apply for these scholarships, please go to our web page at
http://armyengineer.com/scholarships/ for next year’s scholarship applications and deadlines.
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Winning the Maintenance Fight:
CPT Shane L. Hook

T

he brigade engineer battalion (BEB) is the most
diverse battalion within the brigade combat team
(BCT). During offensive and defensive operations, the
BCT requires additional augmentation to accomplish
mission requirements. These enabler units fall under the
control of the BEB Headquarters making the BEB the most
complex battalion to support. With up to 14 UICs and more
than 400 pieces of equipment, maintaining the equipment
readiness for the BEB can be a difficult task for even the best
forward support companies (FSC).
Developing and
implementing a maintenance concept of support is critical
to the success of the BEB in a decisive action environment.
The following are observations from the BEB’s maintenance
operations at the NTC and recommendations on best
practices.
Field Maintenance Teams (FMT)
Effective utilization of FMTs in order to build
combat power forward is essential in enabling the BEB to
accomplish its assigned missions. Stryker brigade combat
teams (SBCT) typically have a harder time accomplishing
this due to the lack of organic FMTs on their modified table
of organization and equipment (MTOE). Unlike the armor
brigade combat teams (ABCT) which have two organic FMTs
assigned to their FSC, SBCTs are required to build FMTs

13

from their FSC’s maintenance platoon. We recommend
building FMTs using the equipment density of alpha and
bravo companies as planning factors when selecting
mechanics. We also recommend cross training of lowdensity MOS to build flexibility and redundancy. The
location of the FMTs on the battlefield must be deliberately
planned to ensure communication between FMTs and the
maintenance managers at the UMCP can happen. We
recommend conducting a maintenance rock drill to validate
battle rhythm events and create a shared understanding of
the roles and responsibilities of the FMTs, reporting
procedures, 5988E flow, and CLIX parts distribution across
the battlefield.
Field Trains Command Post (FTCP)
Properly utilizing the FTCP can streamline the
flow of CLIX parts across the battlefield and is the critical
link between the brigade support battalion (BSB) and the
mechanics within the FSC. Majority of units struggle with
establishing a productive FTCP. This result is easily
preventable, as well as, extensive delays in rebuilding
combat power. This is the result of an inability to
communicate between the FTCP and CTCP and not having
the proper personnel at the FTCP. Consequently, those
units spend their entire rotation developing best-practices
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Observations from the BEB FSC at the NTC

A CBRNE attack conducted on the BEB's Tactical Assembly Area (TAA) on training day 13 of Rotation 16-07. Photo
courtesy of Sidewinder Team.

which should have been established during home station
training exercises. The FSCs that perform well at the NTC
construct a FTCP with the ability to pull CLIX parts from the
supply support activity (SSA), ensure parts needed by the
engineer companies and enabler units get on the supported
maneuver battalion’s LOGPACs, and synchronize
communication between the FTCP and CTCP through the
use of an effective PACE plan and executing battle rhythm
events. We recommend that units take advantage of home
station training events to establish FTCP operations and
battle rhythm events that facilitate effective CLIX flow to
the end user. We also coach heavily on establishing
effective communication systems at the FTCP that includes
the use of FM, JCR, and VSAT or CAISI.
Combat Power Reporting and Visibility
Accurate reporting of combat power is a friction
point every rotational unit struggle with at the NTC. Most
units spend the first ten days attempting to get timely and
accurate visibility of combat power for units located outside
the BEB’s tactical assembly area (TAA). This struggle is
fueled by their inability to communicate, poor distribution
of 5988Es, lack of battalion level maintenance meetings,
and inaccurate LOGSTAT reporting. Consequently, most
BEBs never gain an accurate picture of their combat power
until they consolidate their formations in preparation for
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the live fire exercises. We cannot stress enough how
important the early establishment of battle rhythm events
are such as the battalion level LOGSYNC and maintenance
meeting.
Equally important is incorporating those
companies outside the BEB’s TAA into those meetings. BEB
leadership must establish a strong reporting culture to
include dual-reporting for those companies attached to
supported maneuver units.
We recommend a PMCS cycle of every third day
and a seven-day dispatch cycle with a 5988E returned to the
UMCP. We have found this cycle is easily maintained and
causes minimal constraints on the BEB’s missions. Units
must find ways to streamline the 5988E flow to companies
outside the TAA. A recommendation is to place a clerk with
GCSS-Army capability with each FMT, located within the
supported battalion’s UMCP with the ability to use that
battalion’s VSAT for connectivity. This would enable faster
5988E flow and dispatching of equipment, timely and
accurate combat power updating, and successful ordering
and processing of parts forward.
Shop Stock Listing (SSL) and CLIIIP
Much of the ability to regenerate combat power
is dependent on the BEB’s SSL. Most units show up with
inadequate levels of SSL. Lack of storage capacity and
continuity are the reasons frequently heard for these
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Photo Left: recovery operator from the BEB's FSC using a M984 Wrecker to conduct vehicle recovery on a HMMWV during Rotation 16-09. Photo right:
mechanics from the BEB's FMT conducting field maintenance on an Assault Breacher Vehicle (ABV) during rotation 18-01. Photos courtesy of
Sidewinder Team.

inadequate levels. Limited SSL significantly hinders the
FMT’s ability to fix forward. We recommend units conduct
a demand analysis on parts used during past training events
to build a functional SSL. The following is a list of parts that
BEBs are consuming the most during their rotations:

Tracked Vehicles
Wheeled Vehicles
HUB Seals & Bearing Kits
Trailer Tires (MICLIC/M870)
Track Pads
Stryker and HMMWV Tires
PCM 1 & 3 (Bradley)
Drive Shafts
Fuel/PT Pumps
Generators/Alternators
Voltage Regulators
Batteries
14 Pin Connectors (Bradley)
W3/W5 Cables (MICLIC Trailer)
Motorarrive
(Bradley)
Starters
Units Gun
routinely
to the NTC with limited
CLIIIP on hand
Fuel Pumps
with Generators/Alternator
the assumption they can draw everything
they need
Driverotation.
Shafts/Half There
Shafts are limited quantities
Halon Bottles
for the
available
Road Wheel
Kitsrecommend units forecast
Belts 30 days of
during RSOI,
but we
PT Shane Hook is currently a Logistics Officer and was previously the Engineer FSC
supply (DOS) of CLIIIP and bring it with them or order it 60
ainer (Sidewinder Team) at the NTC. He was the E FSC Commander for 588BEB in
prior to toarrival
their NTCDODAAC.
ABCT, 4ID withdays
deployments
Kuwaitusing
(Operation
Spartan Shield) We
and also
Poland
identify,CPTorder,
andhisbring
hard-to-get
Operation Atlanticrecommend
Resolve) whileunits
in command.
Hook has
Bachelor’s
degree from
CLIIIP
products. Management.
Anticipate high consumption rates during
ock Haven University
in Recreation

requirements, CLIX funding, and CLIX ordering procedures.
The execution of a maintenance rock drill with enabler units
would allow units to identify and solve most problems prior
to arriving at the NTC. RSOI timeline provides minimal
opportunities to achieve these goals, resulting in
continuous friction throughout the rotation. The ability to
build and maintain combat power is critical when facing a
near-peer adversary in a decisive action environment.
Creating a concept of maintenance support and having
aggressive and agile maintenance managers driving its
implementation is the key to success.

RSOI and REGEN maintenance operations.

Enabler Integration
Enabler units make up a third of the BEB at the
NTC. BEBs struggle integrating enabler units into the
concept of maintenance support early and fail to gain
accurate visibility of combat power by not aligning work
centers on the equipment status report (ESR). We
recommend integration with enabler units at least 60 days
prior to arrival. Emphasis should be on equipment and
personnel capabilities, SSL and CLIIIP quantities and
Sidewinder 17 Team (BEB FSC Trainers) taken Rotation 18-06. CPT
Shane Hook, SFC Valeriano Bugtong, MSG Gregory Brown, and SFC
Eugene Mont. Photo courtesy of Sidewinder Team.
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CPT Shane Hook is currently a Logistics Officer and was previously the
Engineer FSC Trainer (Sidewinder Team) at the NTC. He was the E FSC
Commander for 588BEB in 3ABCT, 4ID with deployments to Kuwait
(Operation Spartan Shield) and Poland (Operation Atlantic Resolve) while
in command. CPT Hook has his Bachelor’s degree from Lock Haven
University in Recreation Management.
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Last fall in northern California, blazing wildfires
turned lush wine valleys and home developments into
debris and ash. Soon after, make-shift tents began rising on
the charred landscape. "Residents didn't want to leave
their property." according to Ms. Marzena Ellis, a Hydraulic
Engineer with the New York District, USACE. The residents
were holding onto the lives they had before the wildfires
and Ms. Ellis was there to help them rebuild those lives. Ms.
Ellis is one of almost 900 USACE volunteers that deployed
to California from various USACE Districts and Divisions to
help with the recovery efforts. Ms. Ellis's role was to create
maps using Geographic Information System (GIS) to help
with the massive debris removal process. GIS is a
computer-based tool used for capturing, storing, analyzing,
and displaying location information. The tool inputs data
from various sources, such as aerial photography, and
combines these layers of information in various ways to
perform analysis and create maps.
In October of 2017, numerous, fast-moving
wildfires erupted and burned throughout Northern
California, including Napa, Lake, Mendocino, Sonoma,

Solano, Yuba, and Butte counties. Over 245,000 acres of
land was burned, there were 43 casualties, and over 10,000
structures were destroyed or damaged. This created the
largest debris clean up in California’s history since the 1906
San Francisco 7.9 earthquake. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) called upon USACE to execute
the massive debris removal mission. USACE worked under
the direction of FEMA and in partnership with California’s
Governor’s Office of Emergency Services, as well as other
federal, state and local agencies. The debris clean up
mission was performed in two phases. Phase 1 began with
The California Environmental Protection Agency and the
California Department of Toxic Substance Control moving in
to remove household hazardous waste. Phase 2 involved
USACE and California’s Department of Resources Recycling
and Recovery (CalRecycle) who cleared the property of ash
and fire-related debris. As of June, 2.2 million tons of debris
has been removed from more than 4,500 properties. This
is equal to the weight of more than two Golden Gate
Bridges, which combined equals 1,774,000 tons. To assist
with the debris removal process, Ms. Ellis created maps and
performed critical analysis using GIS. She performed this

The USACE, under the direction of the FEMA and in partnership with the California Governor's Office of Emergency Services removed more than one
million tons of fire-related debris left behind by the October 2017 Northern California wildfires that blazed through Sonoma County. Photo by Ms. Carol
Vernon, Public Affairs, Pittsburgh District, USACE.
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work in collaboration with Arcadis U.S., Inc., a global design,
engineering, and management consulting company.
This information was used by decision-makers in
every stage of the mission to perform environmental
assessments, debris hauling, and the final cleanup. This is
not the first time, USACE’s GIS expertise has been taped for
major missions. Other missions include the 2007 California
wildfires, in 2001 New York City following 9/11, and it is
being used right now to help bring power back to Puerto
Rico that was devastated by Hurricane Maria. Using GIS,
Ms. Ellis created a wide variety of maps that aided in the
cleanup of hundreds of private properties, whose owners
signed up for the Consolidated Debris Removal Program.
The maps were used for debris hauling routes, safety
awareness, and mission status. Debris hauling route maps
were created that provided USACE and CalRecycle with the
most efficient and safest routes for dumpsters and

COL Eric M. McFadden, commander Sonoma Recovery Field Office, surveys the
fire-related debris removal work being completed in the Santa Rosa area of
Sonoma County, California. Photo by Ms. Carol Vernon, Public Affairs, Pittsburgh
District, USACE.

Ms. M.E. (Moe) Adams, resident engineer at the Mendocino County Field
Recovery Office, looks over the destruction in the Fisher Lake area of Mendocino
County, which suffered devastating damages caused October 2017 Northern
California Wildfires. Photo by Carol Vernon, Public Affairs, Pittsburgh District,
USACE.
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excavators to navigate around difficult terrain like wildfire
debris, such as downed trees, which created narrow unsafe
roads and steep terrain. Safety awareness maps were
created that highlighted properties that had special
circumstances noted during the debris removal process.
These maps were used by the field and supervisory staff for
decision-making and safety awareness. Mission status
maps were created that showed decision makers the
affected properties and various stages of debris removal.
To create these maps and perform analysis,
Arcadis crews collected data from the field throughout the
lifecycle of the mission. This data contained property site
assessment data that included counting the number of
buildings on the site, noting any hazardous materials and
situations on the site, taking air monitoring measurements,
and determining the best routes to transport debris. During
the debris hauling process, the total quantity of debris and
asbestos was determined. In addition, Arcadis collected soil
samples for testing to ensure the soil was safe for
rebuilding. If the site was safe, then erosion control was
installed on the property before releasing the land back to
the owners. Mr. Ryan Miller, a GIS Analyst with Arcadis
said, “By combining our various GIS skillsets and working in
collaboration, we were able to quickly formulate action
plans and deliver the GIS results requested by crews in the
field including Arcadis field crews and CalRecycle.”
Additionally, CalRecycle greatly appreciated their work. Mr.
Todd Thalhamer, Operations Chief, CalRecycle stated that,
“The GIS system used by the Army Corps was critical in
planning the incident and determining resource allocation.
Our team worked with the Army Corps to identify where the
burned structures were located in each county, the
proximity to environmental receptors, location of schools,
and to develop an overall plan for the deployment of
resources.” Mr. Thalhamer added that, “In a disaster of this
size - over three counties - it was critical to have the most
current intel on where the impacted structures where
located.” Mr. Miller further explained that because of the
large number of entities working on this mission, sharing
information and having the latest data was important. He
continued that, “It was a common sight throughout the
weeks to see supervisors from CalRecycle, FEMA, Arcadis,
and private debris hauling contractors all reviewing the
maps we created during their discussions of planning and
decision-making.”
Mr. Miller emphasized that “By
providing these benefits to the project, we helped to move
it forward and meet the rapid response timeline, so that the
residents and communities affected by the wildfire, could
begin rebuilding.”
Dr. JoAnne Castagna is a Public Affairs Specialist and Writer for
USACE, New York District.
She can be reached at
joanne.castagna@usace.army.mil.
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Training
with
Industry
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Engineer officers face a wide range of complicated
problems that require any form or combination of technical,
tactical, operational, and/or strategic interface to tackle
dramatically different environments as we rotate through everchanging duty assignments. Broadening assignments provide
valuable opportunities to fill knowledge gaps in preparation for
higher level roles within the Army. When deciding on the best
opportunity to broaden myself as an Engineer Officer post
command, I consulted DA PAM 600-3 for guidance on what exactly
broadening means to the Army. It states,

“Officers should view the concept of
broadening as a purposeful expansion of a
leader’s capabilities and understanding
provided through opportunities internal or
external to the Army.
Broadening is
accomplished across an officer’s full career
through expertise and/or education in
different organizational cultures and
environments. The intent for broadening is to
develop an officer’s capability to see, work,
learn and contribute outside each one’s own
perspective
or
individual
level
of
understanding for the betterment of both the
individual officer and the institution. The
result of broadening is a continuum of
leadership capability at direct, operational,
and strategic levels, which bridges diverse
environments and organizational cultures.”
This guidance drove me to apply, obtain, and complete a 12-month
Training with Industry (TWI) fellowship position with Dewberry.
The TWI Program was initiated as a broadening
opportunity in the 1970s in response to the Army’s critical need for
officers with state-of-the-art skills in industrial practices and
procedures not available through military or civilian education
programs. The main objective is to develop soldiers experienced in
higher level managerial techniques, who understand the
relationship of their industry as it relates to specific functions of the
Army. After completing a fellowship with a participating company,
the Fellow returns to the force as a broadly experienced leader with
the ability to interact and conduct business with industry. TWI
requires a civilian corporation to host and help train
noncommissioned, warrant, and commissioned officers. There are
several companies that have volunteered to participate. Some
examples include Dewberry, Caterpillar, ESRI, Disney World
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among others. All offer a TWI fellowship tailored toward the
Army’s goal of professional development or broadening.
Broadening assignments, after completing key developmental
time, are vital to an individual’s growth as a strategic, adaptive, and
innovative executive level leader who can perform above the
tactical and operational level. It is my testament that TWI
programs are important for Army Engineers.
My professional experiences in the Army, prior to my
fellowship, are related to technical and tactical experience in route
clearance, technical rescue operations, and heavy Sapper combat
roles. A self-identified knowledge gap existed between the
strategic importance of the USACE, the federal government, and
the engineer officer. As an engineer officer, I knew my career
would eventually cross paths with USACE and I needed exposure to
that side of the Regiment before a potential assignment with a
USACE district. I did not comfortably understand the role or
importance that private firms played in the federal government
and USACE projects until I completed my fellowship. Filling
knowledge gaps in contracting at higher echelons and continued
leadership and managerial technique development was also a goal.
My fellowship experiences resonated immediately with
me as I witnessed the importance of relationships and contracting
between federal agencies and private firms. Pre-determined ID/IQ
contracts allow federal agencies to quickly employ private industry
to provide immediate assistance to an overwhelming natural
disaster. This contractual relationship was most evident during the
three-headed natural disasters of hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and
Maria. These three storms ravaged Houston, Florida, Puerto Rico,
and the Virgin Islands in 2017. FEMA did the majority of the heavy
lifting for disaster response, combined with support from USACE
and NOAA. In this instance, Dewberry, along with several large
engineering firms, brought expert engineering and analytical
knowledge to support FEMA in tackling certain problem sets. This
firm brought their geospatial analysis expertise; provided flood
damage assessments; debris estimates; coastal and inland
hydrology and hydraulic simulations; environmental and historic
preservation; public infrastructure damage assessment; and
resiliency studies with planning support for federal / state / local
property assets all bolstering FEMA’s capabilities. This experience
provided me insight into; the federal contracting process and
restrictions based upon the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR);
the direct impact on costs to the federal government based upon
specificity of request for proposals; risk transference and
mitigation strategy from federal agencies to the private sector
through the use of contract; and the overall understanding of
private architecture and engineering firm capabilities across many
service lines. Having a better understanding of the entire
contracting and funding process from start to finish, from the
congressional approval level all the way down to the executor of
the contract, will be of a great benefit to me.
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Broadening
programs
aligned
with
external
organizations provide opportunities to see how private industry
operations are different than Army structure and operation. Two
specific examples during my fellowship revolve around differences
in operations and management, including hierarchical structure
and the decision-making process between private industry and the
Army. The Army uses the tried and true method of a hierarchical
chain of command, which works well for the Army’s organizational
environment. The structure can impede the ability to adapt to
problems or allow for team thought when trying to solve the
problem set depending on the management techniques at the top
of the pyramid. The private engineer industry, on the other hand,
uses a matrix or projectized structure similar to USACE. A matrix or
projectized structure allows for greater team involvement but can
create communication issues due to awkward reporting structures.
First, learning the best practices and lessons learned from different
management structures and project management styles will be an
asset down the road. Secondly, corporate companies have several
different methods for making strategic decisions while the Army
employs the Military Decision-Making Process (MDMP) or Troop
Leading Procedures. The private sector does not have a specific
process like MDMP but prefers to execute less formal Go-No-Go
meetings, committees, or teaming scenarios to make important
decisions. These meetings are quick, consider risks, encourage
team discussion without boundaries in an open forum, and allows
for responsibility to be shared at all levels. Understanding different
methods of decision-making could be useful for working with allies,
in future roles within the Army, or in helping to account for MDMP
strengths and weaknesses during high level decisions.
I am always looking to grow personally and professionally
and constantly assess my past performance in positions of
leadership and try to determine areas of improvement or positive
assurance of growth. First, my experiences within the Army have
instilled communication techniques and leadership attributes that
are noticeably different from private sector environments. The
Army spends a significant amount of time training leadership and
communication techniques through schooling or on the job
training early on in our careers. Those opportunities are not as
widely available in the private sector as organizations are bound by
time. Time has a direct relation to profits and private organizations
cannot always accommodate professional growth at the expense
of completing a project on time and under budget. Secondly,
broadening programs have placed me in positions where I am no
longer the subject matter expert. Not being the subject matter
expert is an uncomfortable feeling. It requires self-motivation to
find the answers or asking the difficult questions to generate
answers. Working in environments where I am not the subject
matter expert but still the lead project manager, drives me to trust
subordinates more and lead the project in other positive ways.
Additionally, during the Engineer Career Course, we received
limited project management training and did not put the training
Photo left: visited several project sites to include a waste water
treatment reconstruction and redesign project in West Virginia as
illustrated by this drained sedimentation tank prior to cleaning
operations. Photo right: demonstrates participation in stormwater
management / culvert initial inspections and TMDL calculations at a
stormwater run-off stream along I-64 in VA for HWY expansion. Photos
by CPT Ryan Kidd.
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into in-depth action. Dewberry allowed me to work directly with
project managers and covered all aspects of project management.
Areas of study included cost management, quality control / quality
assurance, the scope creation and change order process, time and
communication management, and the importance of stakeholder
management. My fellowship with Dewberry also afforded me the
opportunity to visit several project sites across the country. Lastly,
my broadening experience has provided an avenue to obtain
professional educational training including PMI’s Project
Management Professional (PMP) training, Certified Flood Plain
Manager (CFM) training, Facility Management Professional (FMP)
training, and Toastmasters Communication techniques. I have
gained on-the-job experience using these certifications and they

continue to be utilized at USACE as a project manager or as a
Division Engineer on a military post.
Certainly, while completing my fellowship with
Dewberry, many other lessons learned were gained. I look forward
to bringing that knowledge to bear in future positions at USACE
next year and follow-on assignments with the Engineer Regiment.
In order to achieve the most out of a broadening assignment post
key developmental time, everyone must self-identify personal and
professional goals or areas of improvement and work with HRC to
be placed in a position to benefit the Army and oneself. I highly
recommend the TWI assignment, when available, to broaden
strategic interface with the Army institution.
CPT Ryan Kidd is a Senior Engineer currently stationed in Fairfax, VA at
Dewberry as a Training with Industry Fellow. Previously CPT Kidd has been
the Heavy Sapper Company Commander for Alpha Company, 40th Engineer
Battalion out of Fort Bliss, TX and the operations staff officer for 40 th
Engineer Battalion and 2/1 STB out of Fort Bliss, Texas. He served one
deployment to Afghanistan as a Route Clearance Maintenance Officer.
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The Light Airfield Repair Package (LARP) is a
skillset distinctive to the Airborne Community and serves as
the epitome of Joint Interoperability for conventional
Paratroopers in Light Equipment (LE) Platoons. In a fullscale LARP exercise, paratroopers at all echelons from
Construction Equipment Operators, to Contingency Airfield
Pavement Evaluation Teams and even Division Air Staff
must coordinate their efforts to complete their mission
while simultaneously relying on components being
managed by different services. The LARP, nested within
Alpha Echelon of the Global Response Force, consists of an
Airborne Engineer Support Platoon, commonly known as
Airborne LE Platoons, have their equipment airdropped into
an objective in order to secure a foothold for future
operations. Once the platoon has accountability of all
personnel and equipment, paratroopers begin de-rigging
their vehicles and evaluate existing damage to the airfield.
This capability, designed for limited repairs of an airfield,
allows aircraft with larger equipment to land and drop off
larger construction equipment to make short term repairs.
Before divulging into the training expectations of
the LARP, it is important to differentiate it from both
Airfield Damage Repair (ADR) and the final permanent

airfield construction completed by the Air Force. The LARP
is the first wave of airfield reconstruction and always has a
full set of engineer equipment rigged and ready to be
airdropped at any point in time. The paratroopers on this
team are on a short recall notice and will rotate their
responsibilities with another platoon every three months.
Engineer equipment, weighing multiple tons, is considered
light on this echelon because it can be dropped via
parachute onto the objective. This design parameter
restricts the equipment that can be dropped onto an
airfield therefore, the LARP’s mission is to repair the runway
enough for a handful of aircraft passes to create an
expedient airfield.
Additionally, the equipment
configuration is determined prior to the beginning of an
airfield seizure because the equipment can take over a day
to rig and certify. The small number of passes allows for
aircraft to land on the runway and bring heavier engineer
equipment that will make more substantial repairs for a
contingency airfield. The aircraft that land on the tactical
airfield is the Bravo Echelon of the Global Response Force
that brings heavier engineer assets that are better prepared
to handle a specific scenario. The ADR will then repair an
airfield for a greater number of aircraft passes which has a

Photo Left: paratroopers use a tamper to compact the underlying soil. Photo right: paratroopers train on how to use a concrete saw to
remove damaged sections of an airfield prior to making repairs. Photos by 1LT Patrick Jordan.
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stronger pavement requirement. The soil requirement is
derived from a number of factors ranging from the soil
strength, determined by the dynamic cone penetrometer
(DCP) and depth of the soil layers below the surface. Each
of the base, sub-base, and subgrade layers have to be
evaluated down to 24 inches below the soil surface for C130 Operations and 36 inches for C-17 operations according
to Engineering Technical Letter (ETL) 2-19: Airfield
Pavement Evaluation Standards and Procedures.
Training the LARP provides its own challenges
because it is a skillset unique to the Airborne Community
leading to difficulties in retaining knowledge and
experience. Non-Commissioned Officers (NCOs) must
consistently train their paratroopers because in its absence
the expertise departs with them. Officers, while still
conducting a crucial component in the planning and
coordination of the mission, are temporary from the
perspective of LARP. A company grade officer may become
proficient in understanding the numerous caveats of
airfield repair however, their time is restricted due to the
small amount of time spent at the platoon and company
level. The Army should incentivize NCOs serving in these
positions to retain their knowledge in the airborne
community. Currently, there are no reenlistment bonuses

for Airborne Light Equipment Operators. A bonus for this
specific skillset, which can be identified via an additional
skill identifier, can be implemented to incentivize the
number of paratroopers to stay in units specializing in
airfield seizure. As a result, retaining experience among
NCOs in an Airborne LE Platoons is crucial to conducting
their mission.
A joint training exercise for certification between
Air Force C-APE Airmen and Army Airborne LE Platoons,
prior to assuming the responsibilities of the LARP, would
elucidate to decision makers how prepared Army personnel
were to conduct their mission. This team certification
concept stems from identical processes, such as safety tests
for Field Artillerymen, check rides for Pilots, etc. A full scale
LARP exercise would also establish realistic expectations for
commanders on how long it would take to repair an airfield.
During this LARP Week, “Outlaw Platoon” (Bravo Company,
307th AEB) trained on equipment from the new Engineer
Reconnaissance Kits, commonly known as Airfield Damage
Repair Boxes, to better understand their own capabilities
and build depth within their organization. The 82nd
Airborne Division Standard Operating Procedures (ASOP)
states that the airfield repair should be complete with air
lands occurring four hours after H-Hour of an operation;

Paratroopers dump dirt using an I-HMEE onto the sand grid prior to it being spread. The controls to the front bucket are unique to an I-HMEE;
therefore, it is imperative that all soldiers become familiar with this specific piece of equipment. Photo by 1LT Patrick Jordan.
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meanwhile, the 27th Airborne Engineer Battalion (AEB)
states that at H+4 they should still be de-rigging equipment.
The 27th AEB’s SOP states that the airfield repairs will be
complete by H+12 in the same scenario. While the missions
of these two units differ, the time requirement to de-rig
equipment should be roughly equal to one another.
Equipment Operator (12N) NCOs have longevity
at platoon and company echelons therefore, if the Army
wants to retain their subject matter expertise, it needs to
incentivize retention and record their experience. While
new paratroopers are required to serve a three-year
Airborne obligation, a permanent change of station (PCS) or
a departure from active duty service is all it takes for their
experience to evaporate from the limited number of units
that repair contingency airfields. As a result, the Engineer
Corps should have a way of identifying paratroopers who
are trained in airfield repair operations to reach back to
them if necessary. While a 5P skill identified in an MOS
code exists, that does not indicate the paratrooper involved
in airfield repair operations. An Additional Skill Identifier
(ASI) certifying these paratroopers can include varying
degrees of expertise such as, “having served in an Airfield
Repair Capacity for a year” and another for paratroopers
who are Contingency Airfield Pavement Evaluation (C-APE)
Qualified. A C-APE certification is required to be renewed
every two years and is run by the United States Air Force.
The benefits of this class include being able to identify faults
and improvements necessary to repair an airfield.
Additionally, this course can serve as a method of
promoting confidence between services through joint
cooperation by sending Army Paratroopers to train with Air
Force personnel.
Despite the low likelihood of a
conventional Army Paratrooper ever certifying an airfield
for the Air Force, knowing the standards, expectations, and
requirements for an airfield is fundamental to
understanding the unique mission they are expected to
perform. Paratroopers train to repair airfields across a
multitude of different surfaces to be better prepared for
any circumstance: concrete, asphalt, dirt, and unimproved
dirt. Each surface requires a different method of restitution
and can only use airdropped equipment.

The Engineer Regiment needs to incentivize and
identify paratroopers who are experienced in Airfield
Damage Repair to retain experience in LE and ADR Units
which furthermore decrease the time it takes to complete
the main effort of the Global Response Force’s Alpha
Echelon. An ASI will identify paratroopers who will have
served in an Airfield Damage Repair Capacity for a year or
are C-APE qualified. A joint exercise between all active
members of the Airfield Damage Repair process will build
trust between services and identify to Commanders the
troop’s state of readiness. Maintaining the LARP’s
proficiency speeds up the Alpha Echelon of the Global
Response Force therefore, the Army must invest in
retaining paratroopers through either reenlistment
bonuses, denote individuals with experience in airfield
repair operations through skill identifiers, and coordinate
joint training to ensure all parties understand the
requirements to accomplish the mission.

1LT Ioannis Wallingford is currently serving as a Project Engineer at
the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory in Champaign, IL.
He has served as a Platoon Leader in the 307th Airborne Engineer
Battalion, 82nd Airborne Division. 1LT Wallington received a
Bachelor’s of Science in Mechanical Engineering with Honors from the
United States Military Academy.
SFC (Ret) Richard Weichsler is currently serving as a Facility Manager
at the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory in Champaign,
IL. He has served as a Squad Leader and Jumpmaster in the 37th
Engineer Battalion (Combat)(Airborne) in the 20th Engineer Brigade,
Drill Sergeant and Drill Sergeant Leader at the MANSCEN NCOA and
DSS, and 1SG in the Fightin' Fifth Engineer Battalion, 555th Engineer
Brigade.
Paratroopers from "Outlaw Platoon" Bravo Company/ 307th Airborne Engineer
Battalion/ 82nd Airborne Division led and coordinated the first Light Airfield Repair
Package Week in Fort Bragg, NC with the 27th Engineer Battalion (Airborne). Photo
by 1LT Ioannis Wallingford.
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District Awards Contract to Continue
with Elizabeth Mine Cleanup
By Ann Marie R. Harvie
The Elizabeth Mine in South Stafford, Vermont
has transformed from a detriment to aquatic life to
an award-winning environmental project. The New
England District and its contractors continue to
improve the site. The District awarded a $25 million
Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contract
to Nobis Engineering on Dec. 19, 2017 for that
purpose. Efforts under the new IDIQ will include
cleanup in the Lord Brook Source Area, including the
closure of an open pit lake, closure of
mine
adits/entrances, and long-term passive treatment of
any remaining contaminated discharge.
Nobis
Engineering, Inc., a small business firm from Concord,
New Hampshire, had previously installed the tailing
pile cap in 2011 and 2012 and performed wetland
mitigation in 2013.
The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency is funding the work.
Elizabeth Mine is one of the largest and most
intact historic mining sites in New England. “The
Elizabeth Mine Superfund Site is located in Strafford,
Vermont," said project manager Stephen Dunbar. "It
is an abandoned copper and iron-sulfate mine that
operated from 1806 until 1958. The operations
started as open-cut type mining with underground
mining starting in 1886. Between 1830 and 1930,
about 250,000 tons of ore were mined, from which
about 10.5 million pounds of copper were produced.
From 1943 to 1958, three million tons of ore were
mined, producing more than 90 million pounds of
copper. All mining operations ceased in February
1958. At the end of its operation, the mine was
abandoned without any closure measures to restrict
Photo above: aerial view of the Elizabeth Mine in South Stafford,
Vermont. Photo Below: the 43-acre cap at the Elizabeth Mine. The
mine has been re-utilized by a private firm for a solar array
providing enough electricity for about 1,200 homes annually.
Photos by Stephen Dunbar, USACE.
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access or to prevent run-off from entering the mine.
In addition, there were 40 acres of exposed tailing
piles which were still producing acid mine drainage.
The acid run-off was causing water quality problems
in receiving waters of the drainage, Copperas Brook,
and downstream in the west branch of the
Ompompanoosuc River.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
approached the New England District for assistance in
1999, beginning a long and massive cleanup effort.
“Starting in 2005, EPA Region 1 retained the New
England District to design and cleanup the Superfund
site” said Dunbar. “The New England District project
delivery team (PDT) initially focused their efforts on
constructing surface water and groundwater
diversion structures, stabilizing the steep slopes of
the tailing piles, and capturing and treating the
contaminated discharge.” Nobis has previously
completed building demolition/abatement compliant
with historic preservation requirements, re-graded
the 43-acre site, constructed an engineered cap over
3 million cubic yards of waste, and treated millions of
gallons of acid rock drainage and iron-impacted
water. Green Remediation Strategies implemented
during construction received the Chief of Engineer’s
Green Dream Team Award in 2014. The 43-acre cap
has been re-utilized by a private firm for a solar array
providing enough electricity for about 1,200 homes
annually. Work on the Lord Brook Source Area is set
to begin in March 2018 and will continue through the
CY 2019 construction season.
Ms. Ann Marie R. Harvie is a Public Affairs Specialist and
Command Information Officer for USACE, New England District.
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As a Solution for Deployed Soldier Health
Article and Photos By 2LT Terry Lee

I

t is critical in deployment environments to
monitor and maintain the welfare of soldiers,
particularly their mental and physical fitness.
Failing to do so can create the conditions for injuries to
occur, leading to decreased effectiveness in times of
conflict. A yoga program enacted by 40th Brigade Engineer
Battalion of 2nd Brigade, 1st Armored Division in Fort Bliss,
TX may be a plausible solution for mental and physical
maintenance on deployments.
40th BEB’s yoga program is led by MAJ Cassandra
McGinnis, the battalion’s executive officer. She has been
practicing yoga since she deployed to Afghanistan in April
2011. While deployed, yoga provided physical, spiritual,
and emotional benefits that she needed after enduring a
divorce a few months prior. She considered it her saving
grace at the time. This experience motivated MAJ McGinnis
to become a certified instructor to enable her soldiers to
experience the same personal growth during the high stress
environment of a deployment. Her demanding schedule
derailed her efforts for a few years, but MAJ McGinnis
finally became a certified yoga instructor in October 2017,
after 200 consecutive hours of training, just in time for 40th

BEB’s deployment to Kuwait. MAJ McGinnis has been
conducting yoga with 40th BEB Soldiers at Camp Patriot,
Kuwait since January 1, 2018. Her sessions are normally an
hour, conducted three times a week, and 18-20 Soldiers
typically attend. Over time she has seen three major
benefits of yoga to 40th BEB soldiers. Soldiers who conduct
yoga with MAJ McGinnis feel they sleep better after yoga
sessions. She has also noticed that all soldiers that attend
her sessions have increased their flexibility, even those that
had low ranges of motion when they began conducting
yoga. Lastly, those that have conducted yoga have proved
to be less prone to injury. None of the soldiers that attend
her sessions have been injured since classes began in
January. According to regular attendee 1LT Mackenzie
Ohlinger, “I’ve never experienced such a holistic approach
to mental and physical fitness. Yoga has now become an
essential part of my training routine both in and out of the
deployment. My soldiers that participated have seen
tangible differences in physical performance and their
attitudes”. After 2nd Brigade returns to Fort Bliss from
Kuwait, MAJ McGinnis hopes to gain approval to introduce
yoga as an alternative to regular PT twice a week. Many

MAJ Cassandra McGinnis leads Battering Rams Soldiers in a morning yoga session at Kuwait Naval Base during sunrise. 40 th BEB received special
permission from Kuwaiti authorities to perform yoga on the beach in honor of Sexual Assault Awareness Prevention Month, which occurs annually in April.
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studies support MAJ McGinnis’ belief in the mental and
physical benefits of yoga. A Harvard Medical School study
found that eight weeks of daily yoga improved the quality
of sleep in people suffering from insomnia. Although MAJ
McGinnis’ soldiers may not suffer from insomnia, this study
legitimizes their reports of sleeping better after yoga
sessions. A 2013 study by leading behavioral science and
medical researchers on the effects of yoga on people with
neuropsychiatric disorders found that yoga is effective in
treating depression, schizophrenia, and ADHD. Other
studies have linked yoga to reducing Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder (OCD) symptoms, increasing cardiovascular
health, and aiding in weight loss.
According to 40th BEB’s medical platoon sergeant,
SFC Josemaria Tapia, 188 injuries have been reported
during the deployment. This accounts for 13.7% of all
patients seen at Camp Patriot’s clinic during this period.
Although the yoga class accounts for a small sample size of
18-20 soldiers, none of them sustained any injuries since
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classes began in January. If all soldiers took part in yoga
while deployed, it seems this could help with significantly
decreasing the numbers of injuries experienced by soldiers.
The application of yoga as a tool for mental and
physical maintenance during 40th BEB’s deployment has
proved to be effective for all soldiers that have participated.
It adds to the argument of incorporating yoga into the
Army’s physical training plan and to consider that it will not
cause a financial burden, as the only equipment required
for basic yoga sessions are qualified instructors, eager
participants, and enough yoga mats to support them. The
Army’s most valuable asset is its soldiers, so any activity
that benefits their mental and physical fitness should be
greatly considered.
2LT Terry M. Lee is currently the assistant S1 and UPAR assigned
to 40th Brigade Engineer Battalion, 2nd Brigade, 1st Armored
Division in Fort Bliss, TX. 2LT Lee holds a Bachelor’s degree in
Mechanical Engineering and Law from the United States Military
Academy. For more on 40th BEB’s yoga program or their
deployment, please visit the unit Facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/BatteringRams/.
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n
2017
the
Army
Capability
Integration
Center (ARCIC) initiated a
new live, prototype experiment venue,
Maneuver Support, Sustainment &
Protection Integration Experiment
(MSSPIX). The venue is one of four
integration
experiment
venues
organized under the ARCIC Live
Prototype Assessment (ALPA) effort.
The other three are Fort Benning’s
Army
Expeditionary
Warrior
Experiment (AEWE), Fort Sill’s
Maneuver Fires Integration Experiment
(MFIX), and Fort Gordon’s Cyber Quest.
All these venues are intended to
execute an annual assessment of
prototype technologies that provide
soldiers with new or improved
capabilities. As noted in the Army
Campaign of Learning Annual Planning
Guidance for FY19-23, “ALPA assesses
the recommended solution approaches
to solve/mitigate the Army's most
critical capability gaps identified in the
capability development community's
Capability Needs Analysis.”
MSSPIX differs from the other
venues in that it is a collaboration
between the Maneuver Support Center
of Excellence (MSCoE), at Fort Leonard
Wood, MO and the Sustainment Center
of Excellence (SCoE), at Fort Lee, VA.
Both Centers of Excellence leverage
their Battle Labs (Maneuver Support
Battle Lab (MSBL) and Sustainment
Battle Lab (SBL)) to plan, execute and
report/document the experiment each
year.
A crawl-walk-run approach
was adopted to build MSSPIX. The crawl
phase was executed in 2017 and led by
the TRADOC Capability Manager –
Maneuver Support (TCM MS). This
effort consisted of six individual
experiments conducted at Ft Leonard
Wood during the same time.
Additionally, the results were captured
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in a single report.
Some of the assessed technologies
included a fire Control System, Leader-Follower technology
EOD Common Robotic System, and assessment of a training
package for operations of a base camp.
In 2018, responsibility for planning and execution
at MSCoE shifted to the Maneuver Support Battle Lab
(MSBL) and introduced the walk phase. In 2018, elements
of the U.S. Army Research, Development & Engineering
Command (RDECOM) and the Corps of Engineers’ Engineer
Research & Development Center (ERDC) were asked to
provide research or engineering efforts that were mature
enough for a prototype assessment, appropriate for the
venues and proponents involved, and willing to provide
resourcing for inclusion in the assessment. By execution, 3
April 2018, there were nine technologies from the
government and private sector included in the experiment.
The capabilities assessed included: the integration of
Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN)
sensors on robotic platforms; an additive manufacturing
capability used to build structures; software enable
informed identification of base camp and airfield site
selection; software to aid in planning the design and
operations of base camps; a remote bridge assessment
tool; and a render safe technology for Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Soldiers. Additionally, there was one technology
which leveraged the venue for the conduct of a limited
objective assessment (LOA). This LOA was included on
short notice at the request of the MSCoE Capability
Development
&
Integration
Directorate
(CDID)
Requirements Determination Division (RDD).
The run phase, MSSPIX 2019, will be executed in
April 2019 at Fort Leonard Wood. In late October 2017, a
technology call was signed by the Director, Concept
Development and Learning (CDLD) at the Army Capabilities
Integration Center (ARCIC) and sent through formal
channels to Army organizations seeking proposals. This
Technology Call was then provided to Army Contracting
Command personnel who posted it as a Broad Area
Announcement (BAA) seeking proposals from the private
sector. As of current, MSSPIX 2019 will assess 26
technologies, 15 from Government organizations and 11
from the private sector.
For MSSPIX 2020, the desire is to sustain the
process employed to receive proposals and conduct
technology selection activities. The five overarching
experiment objectives will remain unchanged.
Under each experiment objectives are desired
focus areas. The focus areas are subject to change each
year based on changing priorities and provide technology
providers with a clearer view of what MSCoE and SCoE are
interested in assessing. As an example, gap crossing could
be a focus area under the overreaching objectives.
The execution date for MSSPIX 2020 has yet to be
determined, but will likely fall in the April-May 2020
timeframe. After the Technology Call memo is signed by
ARCIC CDLD leadership, it will be posted to the Federal
Business Opportunities website by the Army Contracting
Command. This is expected to happen in October or

November 2018. Private sector organizations who have
search filters set to monitor postings, the recommended
subject will be “MSSPIX 20 Technology Call.”
Additionally, the NAICS code used previously was
“541 -- Professional, Scientific, and Technical
Services/541990 -- All Other Professional, Scientific, and
Technical Services”. Shortly after completion of the
previous year’s event, the effort transitions from a future
operation to a current operation and planning responsibility
shifts within the Battle Labs.
To participate in MSSPIX, technology providers
(government or private sector), can expect to incur costs to
include: travel costs for their organization to attend limited
planning events and the assessment; development and
delivery of training allowing users to fully understand their
technology; cost to attain a safety release; and shipping
costs to transport a technology to the assessment location.
As a general practice, safety releases only require funding if
an item requires testing. Testing may be avoidable if the
Army Test & Evaluation Command (ATEC) is provided
sufficient information from historical records to assess a

How do we provide the
capability to extend
endurance and operational
reach, increase
operational readiness,
reduce demand, and
execute responsive
sustainment to widely
dispersed units in support
of Multi-Domain Battle
operations? (SCoE)

How can
Maneuver
Support forces be
better enabled to
provide enhanced
technical
protection
capabilities?
(MSCoE)

How does the Army
conduct shaping
activities to influence
the local population,
enemy forces and
other actors, and the
terrain within the
operational
How does the Army better
environment?
enable Force 2025 and
(MSCoE)
Beyond Soldiers to
understand the
operational environment
(conditions, circumstances,
and influences) in support
How does the Army
of the employment of
better mitigate the
capabilities that enable
effect of obstacles
commander decisions?
designed or
(MSCoE)
employed to
impede freedom of
movement?
(MSCoE)

Five Overarching Experiment Objectives
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technology. The MSSPIX team will connect technology
providers with points of contact in ATEC early in the current
operations stage. The assessment and analysis, as well as
access to the Soldiers who will use the technologies, is
provided at no cost to the technology providers. Building
the assessment is a cooperative effort between the MSSPIX
team, the technology providers, and the technology
sponsors. A sponsor is typically a TRADOC representative
from a Center of Excellence who represents Soldiers that
would employ a capability. Typically, these are capability
developers.
It has important to note that MSSPIX is not a test.
In Army acquisition language, tests are used to support
acquisition decisions. While testers can certainly leverage

MSSPIX results, it in no way alleviates the requirements for
developmental or operational testing. MSSPIX will not
provide a comparative analysis of systems, regardless of
their status (fielded Army equipment or capability from the
private sector.)
In summary, if you have a technology that you
believe is a good fit for MSSPIX and would like it used by
Soldiers during an assessment venue, watch for the
technology call each fall at Federal Business Opportunities.
While there are some limits on what can be assessed, every
attempt is made to accept all proposed technologies that
show a clear alignment to experiment objectives and
subordinate focus areas.

A MP Soldier uses a laser scanner mounted on an Unmanned Ground Vehicle

A CBNR soldier putting a UAV into operation

An EN Soldier works with the Remote Bridge Assessment Tool.
Mr. Dennis Hutchinson has 15 years as a civilian employee
of the U.S. Army. He works in the Plans & Integration
Branch of the Maneuver Support Battle Lab where a part
of his responsibilities includes future operations planning
for the MSSPIX event. For more information please go to
Federal Business Opportunities website at www.fbo.gov.
All photos are courtesy of the Maneuver Support Battle
Lab. Graphs are by Mr. Dennis Hutchinson.
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COTS Impact on
Army Procurement
Article and Photos by Dan Kratz

COTS procurement is more than just equipment. Procuring
a COTS item on a short notice negatively impacts an Operational
Commander’s flexibility as the purchase lead time, training,
shipment/delivery, maintenance, and suitability for military
missions will not be familiar to the unit. The commander will be
faced with awaiting the arrival of equipment and training with
the equipment, while preparing for the operation in the mission
environment. Additionally, maintaining these new systems with
both maintenance personnel, supplies, and equipment never
intended for these COTS system, will add to the operational
complexity a unit will face.
COTS is a DoD term to refer to an item that industry does
not build commercially to military specifications. To build
understanding of these challenges it is critical to understand that

A Major Engine Manufacture Notes
What happens if higher sulfur fuel is
inadvertently used in Cummins Tier 4
Interim/Stage IIIB engines?
Ultra-Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) fuel is legally
required for Tier 4 Interim engines in North
America and Stage IIIB in the European Union. A
one-time inadvertent tank of diesel fuel with
greater than 15-ppm sulfur content will not
damage the engine and aftertreatment system.
The system will clean itself out when ULSD is reintroduced. However, continued improper fuel
use of sulfur levels greater than 15-ppm with
Cummins Tier 4 Interim engines can
permanently damage the engine and
aftertreatment systems within a short period of
time.
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even the common, everyday Bulldozer, Skid Steer Loader, or
crane must undergo significant changes from commercial
production model to meet the Army’s basic requirements. These
include what we might call “standard” military modifications,
including Fuel & Lubrication Standards, Rifle mounts, Black Out
Lights, Fording requirements, CARC Paint, Armor, Military
Manuals, New Equipment Training material, 24 Volt power, Air
Drop Capable, and Transportability Standards. COTS items will
violate the Army’s Single Fuel Policy of multiple fuel type
requirements which have direct adverse effects on military
operations. One of the most challenging issues to COTS
procurement is engine type. The need to be able to use military
grade fuel is a huge challenge to engineer equipment makers.
COTS heavy equipment manufacturers produce engines that
meet the strict government requirements to protect the
environment. Currently, the Army requires an EPA engine
waiver on every COTS item, due to the high sulfur fuel the Army
uses as opposed to commercial fuel.
COTS items may require change and in today’s lean
manufacturing processes and in the speed of a commercial
production line of which these “minor” changes can be
significant. Consider the change in wiring harness required for
both blackout lights and a 24 Volt system, the military fording
requirements. This may cause an entire redesign of hydraulics
or the ability to add or remove armor, design in lift and tie down
anchor points central to the weight and shape, while preparing
the metal to receive CARC paint. However, these “standard”
items are not standard on a commercial production line. Of
course, there are more than just the “standard” military
modifications required, there are operational considerations
that drastically affect a unit’s readiness and effectiveness.
As we learned during the early 2000’s as equipment
procurement expanded to meet unique military needs, as well
as, changing size of the force, there are major operational
considerations. In training, procuring COTS products as needed
will challenge soldier training and, in turn, unit readiness. The
Army does not train operators nor maintainers to the extent
Photo of equipment left: members of the Manitowoc team explain the
upgraded capabilities of the new Heavy Crane to include that the design
is able to ford up to 48 inches of water, travel at 60 MPH, and has the
ability to add bolt-on armor. The heavy crane will provide unit versatility
for Army Engineers, with attachments for a Pile Driver, 2 yd Clamshell
bucket, 16,000 lbs. Concrete Barrier Lifter, 2 yd Concrete Bucket, and
sling set and spreader bar attachment.
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Photo Left: members of the government team, LTC Adrian Shanahan, Mr. Joshua Lenzini, and Ms. Veronica Johnson visited multiple assembly stations and the plant’s
Chemical Agent Resistant Coating (CARC) paint facility Manitowoc’s facility in Shady Grove, PA. Photo right: the Manitowoc Heavy Crane will provide reach over 100 ft
to support both operational and Homeland Defense missions for Army Engineers.

commercial practices require. The Army “trains as it fights” with
both the soldiers and equipment in a unit. It is unsafe and risky
to deploy soldiers without proper training on the equipment to
conduct critical missions. Thus, operational readiness is directly
impacted as additional time is required for the soldiers to train
on the new equipment they just received. For equipment fill,
the timeline to fill gaps in required equipment will be extended.
Most equipment manufacturers produce to order. The Army
would procure a very small fraction of a commercial product
sales. The Army will have to fall in line with the manufacturers
other customers’ orders, as well as, wait long lead times due to
the increased production. In consideration of location, near peer
opponent, competition of critical transport assets, and
availability of the commercial product, require the ability to
acquire and provide these systems at the right location at the
right time is high risk. The Sustainment of Mixed Fleet by
changing COTS procurement based on need or operational
requirement may result in mixed fleets of items including
different models and brands. The Army will not realize the
advantages of a pure fleet to include standard common manuals,
reduction in number and cost of parts provisioned and stocked,
and standard common soldier training and system expertise.
One answer the Army has used over the last 15 years is reliance
on Field Service Reps (FSRs) from commercial manufacture’s,
however, they come at both cost in dollars and operational
capability. FSR do and have supported past operations but their
support on operational missions is not guaranteed. They are
NOT soldiers. Additionally, reliance on FSR support will diminish
the internal capability of the Army to maintain its equipment and
operational capability.
The support for Homeland Security is related to numerous
COTS systems as key and critical to its accomplishments. This is
highlighted on the Army’s Budget Line Item Justification: “In
accordance with Section 1815 of the FY 2008 National Defense
Authorization Act (P.L. 110-181), this item is necessary for the use
by the active and reserve components of the Armed Forces for
homeland defense missions, domestic emergency responses, and
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providing military support to civil authorities.” Therefore, a delay
in procurement and a delay in filling these items can threaten
the Army’s capabilities to accomplish these critical missions.
Lastly, procurement costs will increase when buying commercial
equipment only when needed. Although the Army is a large
buyer of equipment, it is only a fraction of a true COTS product
market. Losing the opportunity to procure larger numbers in
single solicitation will result in less competitive procurements
and less leverage in obtaining best prices. Procuring to meet
urgent needs and timelines further increases prices significantly.
An additional concern is that a major competitor country may
influence our ability to obtain equipment even if they are not in
direct conflict with America. They could simply compete for
these systems on the open market, driving prices up significantly
while reducing availability. The COTS cyber warfare concerns
establish cyber as a new operational domain. Today, almost
every COTS item we would procure include embedded tracking
and information system that provide information on
maintenance, performance, and location. Buying COTS items
under a rapid equipping scenario may indicate that secure
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equipment may not be an option. Procuring a COTS item will
provide a huge challenge to either disable or secure information.
As cyber capabilities increase, a non-peer competitor can
achieve a greater capability against the Army, which relies on
short notice COTS procurement. With the understanding of
these challenges, we can overcome and adjust our Army’s
requirement and procurement processes to better meet the
needs of the soldier. However, the concept that COTS items can
be bought as needed or even placed at the back of the
procurement line is not sustainable as it fails to consider the
speed of change and pace of innovation in all aspects of
commercial equipment.
Engaging not only internally but externally in a decisionmaking process with key players from operational Army, as well
as, acquisition and contracting is required. Then, engaging with

industry, as a true partner, to find best practices that provides
the Army with the most capability for the dollar invested. As
highlighted by Deputy Defense Secretary Patrick M. Shanahan,
“Conducting effective, responsible and efficient procurement of
supplies and services while properly managing the resultant
contracts requires department personnel to engage in early,
frequent and clear communications with suppliers.” He
continued, “Proactive engagement will maximize support to the
warfighter, set realistic expectations and technologically
achievable requirements, enhance the ability to organizations to
meet cost, schedule and performance objectives, and establish
policies and business practices that promote the long-term
viability and competitiveness of the industrial bases supporting
defense.”
Mr. Dan Kratz currently is the Chief Operating Officer of DLI, LLC. He is
a retired military officer and government service civilian. His last
assignment in the government was as the Department of the Army
Systems Coordinator (DASC) for Combat Engineers and Material
Handling Equipment (CE/MHE).

Strengthening communities
and improving quality of life
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STURGIS NUCLEAR DECOMMISSIONING COMPLETED
BY U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS TEAM
BY CHRIS GARDNER
No challenge is too complex for this
team of experts. The USACE team has recently
completed a very complex and unique project
phase by finishing the decommissioning of the
Army’s first and only floating nuclear reactor
prototype – the MH-1A aboard the STURGIS. Led
by the Radiological Center of Expertise USACE
Baltimore District, and carried out in close
coordination with the local Galveston District
personnel, plus contractors on site, crews have
worked tirelessly for the last three years to
access the radioactive components of the
nuclear reactor aboard the STURGIS and safely
remove, transport, and dispose of them from the
vessel. In all, the project team has safely
removed more than 1.5 million pounds of
radioactive material and recycled more than
600,000 pounds of lead as part of the
decommissioning. “The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers mission is engineering solutions for
the nation’s toughest challenges and this team

here really delivered on a solution to this unique
challenge.” said Headquarters USACE Chief of
the Environmental Division Ms. Karen Baker
during a ceremony aboard the STURGIS to
celebrate the milestone.
The entire project was carried out with
safety always in the forefront. “Safety has
always been our number one priority in carrying
this project out.” said Baltimore District Project
Manager Ms. Brenda Barber. She continued that
“We were committed to ensuring the safety of
the public and our crews and I’m proud to say we
completed our decommissioning work with no
evidence of radioactive material, lead or
increased radiation exposure from the STURGIS
being documented outside of the reactor
containment area at any point during the
project.”
The STURGIS’ unique story began as a
Liberty Ship in World War II. After the war, the
vessel was converted into the world’s first

The STURGIS project team, pictured in from of the vessel, gathered to celebrate the completion of the vessel’s decommissioning activities during
a ceremony aboard the STURGIS in Galveston, TX on June 12, 2018. The ceremony included USACE, HQ, Chief of the Environmental Division Karen
Baker, then
Baltimore District
Commander
COL Ed Chamberlayne,
Galveston District Commander COL Lars Zetterstrom, members of the project
ARMY ENGINEER
MAGAZINE
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2018
team from both districts, contractors, and other USACE offices that supported the one-of-a-kind effort. Photo courtesy of USACE.
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Photo Above: The Reactor Pressure Vessel aboard the STURGIS, the Army’s retired
floating nuclear power plant recently decommissioned, is carefully lifted to be
placed in the specially designed shielded shipping container to its left at the end of
May 2017. Once in the container, it was then loaded onto a transport vehicle to be
delivered to the Waste Control Specialists disposal facility, in Andrews County,
Texas for disposal. With the removal of the STURGIS’ Reactor Pressure Vessel,
approximately 98 percent of the radioactivity from the STURGIS and a total of
850,000 pounds of radioactive waste had been safely removed and disposed of at
that time. Photo Courtesy of USACE. Photo Below: In October 2015, the first lowlevel radiological waste was removed from the STURGIS in Galveston, Texas. The
removal of the spent fuel rod transfer cask and the spent control rod transfer cask,
marked the beginning of USACE’s radiological decommissioning of the STURGIS, an
effort that was completed in 2018. Photo courtesy of USACE.
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floating nuclear power plant in the 1960’s. The
STURGIS’ nuclear reactor, MH-1A, was used to
generate electricity for military and civilian use
in the Panama Canal for several years before
being shut down in 1976. The reactor was then
de-fueled, decontaminated for long-term
storage, and sealed before being towed to the
James River Reserve Fleet at Joint Base Langley
Eustis, VA for long-term storage and monitoring.
Detailed
planning
for
the
decommissioning effort formally began in 2012
and after years of preparation and coordination
with partnering agencies, government officials
and other stakeholders an Environmental
Assessment of multiple potential sites for the
decommissioning work was completed in 2014.
After award of the decommissioning project
contract, the STURGIS was ultimately towed
1,750 nautical miles from the James River
Reserve Fleet in Virginia to Galveston, Texas in
April 2015 for her final decommissioning. “At
first, there was a bit of anxiety among some
members of the Galveston community when
they heard that a nuclear reactor on a ship was
being towed to their area,” Barber said. “That
being said though, once we had the opportunity
to provide additional information about the
STURGIS and explain our processes and safety
protocols we have found the members of the
Galveston community, local leadership and the
workforce to be wonderful partners in this
process. I’d say the local support has been a big
contributor to the success of this project.”
After setting up the project site upon her
arrival in April 2015, crews began the painstaking
work of systematically taking apart portions of
the vessel around the reactor. First, the team
constructed two secure access hatches on the
STURGIS top deck to allow all the waste to be
removed safely. Then the team began to remove
waste from the reactor containment area deck
by deck. Ms. Barber explained that “When the
Liberty Ship was converted into a floating
nuclear reactor back in the 1960’s, they never
intended for it to be taken apart. It was built to
house a nuclear reactor with thick elements of
steel, lead and concrete barriers which provided
protection for the workers and the public during
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her operations. “Despite these challenges, the
first low-level radiological waste shipment
occurred in October 2015 and shipments
continued steadily as the project progressed.
Executing the project on the water provided its
own challenges as well. The project team
coordinated with the Corps’ Marine Design
Center to make sure that their work in creating

pressurizer, coolant pumps, refueling shield
tank, ductwork, and the reactor head dolly to
provide adequate access for the removal of the
vessel’s Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) –
essentially the reactor core.
This major
milestone for the team was completed in May
2017 just prior to the 2017 hurricane season.
“The RPV is where the nuclear fuel was held

The Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) from the STURGIS, is carefully loaded onto a transport vehicle inside its specially designed shielded shipping container.
The RPV and its specially-designed shielded shipping container combined to weigh a total of approximately 80 tons. The RPV’s safe delivery to the
designated disposal facility was completed in early June 2017. Photo Courtesy of USACE.

hatches for lifting reactor components of the
vessel via dockside crane did not create
structural issues for the floating vessel.
The team also had to ensure the pier
itself was able to handle critical lifts of packaged
reactor components weighing from one ton up
to 80 tons. In early 2017, the team finished the
painstaking efforts to section and remove pieces
of the top of the Reactor Containment Vessel.
This allowed for access to the main reactor
components. Crews worked to steadily remove
components including the steam generator,
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when the MH-1A was active and was the primary
source of remaining radioactivity on the
STURGIS. Its removal was a significant milestone
for the decommissioning effort and meant we
had successfully and safely removed the vast
majority of the radioactivity from the STURGIS.”
Ms. Barber stated.
The removal of the RPV was a complex
operation, which involved securing the RPV into
a custom-made shielded shipping container
while it was still within the containment area of
the STURGIS, then lifting the roughly 80-ton RPV
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and shielded shipping container onto a transport
vehicle.
The RPV was then successfully
transported to the Waste Control Specialists
disposal facility, in Andrews County, TX for
disposal. With the safe removal and transport of
the RPV, the team had successfully removed
approximately 98 percent of the STURGIS’
radioactivity. The removal of the remaining 2
percent of low-level radioactivity was the next
challenge for the team. The majority of the
remaining radioactivity was in the activated
metals of the thick steel components of the large
Primary Shield Tank that provided shielding for
the RPV when the reactor was operational and a
portion of the bottom of the Reactor
Containment Vessel. The team finished the
removal of these items by March of this year.
One of the more arduous tasks that were
part of the efforts was working in the vessel’s
hull bottom tanks to conduct radiological
surveys, remediate any contamination found,
and then conduct additional surveys confirming
the success of the remediation. To access the
hull bottom tanks for surveying, radiological
control technicians would have to crawl into
small, confined tanks through hatches way down
anywhere from two to 30 feet into the vessel’s

USACE, Project Manager Ms. Brenda Barber speaks with local officials, first
responders, and representatives from the U.S. Coast Guard and the Port of
Galveston as part of a tour of the STURGIS June 9, 2015 in Galveston, TX soon
after the vessel arrived there for its final decommissioning. USACE coordinated
closely with local partners throughout the project, especially regarding safety.
During the tour USACE personnel explained the process of how the
decommissioning of the barge would be completed, provided an overview of the
site, and reviewed safety procedures. Photo by Ms. Brittany Bangert, U.S. Army.
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hull bottom via narrow 16-inch by 24-inch
hatches. Once down the hatch, personnel then
had to navigate through the 22 hull bottom tanks
running along the bottom of the vessel, divided
into hundreds of cells that are themselves
broken into countless smaller compartments all
separated by the same sized hatches used to
enter the tanks themselves. “Once you get down
into the tanks, every thirty inches, to get from
one compartment to another you have to crawl
through other ones of these tight hatches just
like the one you had to work through just to get
into the hull bottom,” said Radiological Health
Physicist Mr. Hans Honerlah, the Program
Manager for Baltimore District’s Radiological
Center of Expertise. Mr. Honerlah continued,
“You’re crawling in them, with your tools, it’s
hot, you’re wearing a respirator, and our crews
have been living that effort for the past year or
two of this project. That is a hard job, but it
speaks to the dedication our crews have when it
comes to this project.”
With the decommissioning work
complete and all necessary radiological surveys
showing no more radioactivity remaining on the
vessel, all that remains for the STURGIS is the
final traditional shipbreaking after being towed
to Brownsville, TX where the remaining vessel
and components will be recycled. USACE
personnel executing the Army’s Deactivated
Nuclear Power Plant Program are hoping to build
upon the success of the STURGIS project as they
work through the decommissioning planning
phase for the Army’s two last remaining reactors
in the program – the SM-1 at Fort Belvoir, VA and
the SM-1A at Fort Greely, AK. Ms. Barber
expressed that “We’re proud of what we’ve
accomplished with the STURGIS and how we
were able to complete a complex and unique job
and do it safely. Successfully completing the
decommissioning of the STURGIS is something
the entire team is really proud of, but we can’t
rest on our laurels and now we’re shifting our
focus to the next two reactors.”

Mr. Chris Gardner is a Public Affairs Specialist for USACE,
Baltimore District. He can be contacted at
christopher.p.gardner@usace.army.mil.
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What do hydrographic surveys ― the
scientific measurement and description of
physical features at the bottom of bodies of
water ― have to do with the USACE and
marine construction? In a word, plenty.
Francis Postiglione, chief of the New York
District's Survey Section, Operation's Division,
said, "Surveying is at the root of all projects in
coastal and inland waterways," adding,
"Surveying also plays a large role during the
bidding process and awarding of contracts,
especially
with
estimating
costs."
Hydrographic surveys are important because
they provide data to the public allowing safe
navigation entering and exiting ports and
harbors; support channel dredging and
marine construction by providing information
to develop construction plans; and provide
additional data during construction about
under-water progress, helping ensure work is
performed as per contract terms. Many
skilled professionals are needed to execute
this mission.
To that end, the New York District
recently held its inaugural ProponentEngineer
Corps
Training
Sponsored
(PROSPECT) class, Hydrographic Survey
Techniques, in a new training area inside a
new state-of-the-art main building at the
Army Corps' Caven Point Marine Terminal in
Jersey City, New Jersey. The new structure
replaced a building destroyed by Hurricane
Sandy. A class of 34 survey and cartographic
technicians (study and prepare maps) from
USACE’s Districts received five days of
intensive instruction in navigation, dredging,
surveying, coastal engineering and inland
waterways as they relate to marine
construction and dredging. Hydrographic
Surveys was one of the original PROSPECT
courses offered by the USACE’s Learning
Center in the 1970s. The new training area
itself, with floor-to-ceiling windows providing
panoramic views of New York-New Jersey
Harbor and the New York City Skyline provides
the backdrop for a unique learning
experience. Equipped with four large-screen
ARMY ENGINEER MAGAZINE

monitors for presentations and seating for 50,
the room can be divided to accommodate two
classes taught simultaneously. The training
area also serves as an Emergency Operations
Center should New York headquarters (in
Manhattan) become inaccessible. New York
Commander and District Engineer COL
Thomas D. Asbery said, "New York now has a
first-class training facility to provide quality
instruction to Corps of Engineers' employees,"
adding, "It will soon take on a larger role
providing courses in a variety of subject
areas."
Attendees also received outdoor
instruction. Students broke into small groups
and moved through six work stations around
the terminal and aboard survey vessels on the
water: learning about the configuration and
mounting of equipment on survey vessels; an
overview of cartography (drawing maps); and
Global Positioning Systems, among others. On
the final two days, subject-matter experts
from the Army Geospatial Center in Fort
Belvoir, VA, also conducted briefings on
charting inland rivers and Bathymetric Lidar ―
water-penetrating green light to measure
seafloor and riverbed elevations.
Feedback was positive. Mr. John
Mraz, deputy chief, Survey Section,
Operations Division, said, "Students were
overwhelmingly impressed with Survey
Section capabilities and expertise," adding,
"Many commented this was the best
PROSPECT class they have ever attended."
During an interview he also noted, "We can
bring in people, make them better at what
they do, and send them back to help their
Districts." In the U.S. alone, USACE maintains
25,000 miles of navigation channels and 400
ports. Of the 100 staff at New York's Caven
Point Marine Terminal, more than a third are
involved in some aspect of surveys. The
District also operates a fleet of eight survey
vessels using a new boat ramp permitting
launching and retrieving during all points in
the tide cycle.

Mr. James D'Ambrosio is a Public Affairs Specialist, USACE,
New York District.
He can be reached at
james.d’ambrosio@usace.army.mil.
SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER
2018
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Mr. Shah Alam, ESPC post-award team lead, addresses attendees
at the second annual Energy Savings Performance Contracting
Measurement and Verification Workshop.

M

ore than 70 government and industry
representatives shared information,
experiences, and lessons learned
during the U.S. Army Engineering and Support Center,
Huntsville’s second annual Energy Savings Performance
Contracting Measurement and Verification Workshop July
31-Aug.1 at the Bevill Center on the University of Alabama
Huntsville campus. An ESPC is an acquisition vehicle
installation and can be used to meet energy and water
reduction goals without upfront capital costs. In close
coordination with the agency or garrison and Huntsville
Center, the energy service contractor, or ESCO, provides
capital and expertise to make comprehensive energy and
water efficiency improvements in exchange for a portion of
the generated savings.
Mr. Jack Porter, Fort Huachuca’s Garrison energy
manager, was invited to speak at the workshop to relay his
perspective from the point of the installation’s department
of public works. He stated that the workshop is a great
opportunity to build relationships and that “There are many
stakeholders involved in the ESPC process and often there
isn’t a lot of face time. (Our success) is based on how we
communicate with each other and how we stay on the same
page with each other.” Mr. Porter continued that “We’re
not all located in the same geographic location so a lot of
times we are telecommunicating. We are all one
community and to build that community we have to see
each other face-to-face.” Representing one of the many
energy services contractors in attendance, Mr. Greg
Bowman, Seimens Government Technologies, Inc., agreed
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with Mr. Porter’s sentiment that “This partnership
approach has really made a difference for us in being able
to provide greater value to the government. The more we
learn together and come together as an industry and as
partners, the better we can provide the resiliency and
security each contract requires.”
Mr. Jason Bray, Huntsville Center’s ESPC program
manager, expressed that there is continual growth in
interest in the ESPC program among other federal agencies
and service branches. Mr. Bray as the representatives from
the Army included staff from the Assistant Chief of Staff for
Installation Management, Headquarters Installation
Management Command and Headquarters Corps of
Engineers expressed that, “We’re (Huntsville Center)
considered the Army’s leader in executing Energy Savings
Performance Contracting, but also through partnerships we
execute the Department of Energy’s Federal Energy
Management Program and the Air Force ESPC program and
both were represented at the workshop too.”
Mr. Les Martin, Air Force Civil Engineer Center’s
Program Development Division Chief, stated that the Air
Force partners with Huntsville Center because it has a
specialized contracting function dedicated solely to the
execution of ESPC task orders contracts. He continued that
“This specialization allows us to leverage knowledge and
expertise across our entire ESPC portfolio. It works out
well.” Mr. Bray declared that he is confident the Center’s
ESPC program is the best choice for any federal agency or
service branch looking to reduce energy and water
consumption without upfront capital costs. “Huntsville
Center is different from the other organizations that award
ESPC projects because we have a centralized project
management,” said Mr. Bray. He continued, “With more
than 20 years of experience, our full line of capabilities
includes project management, contracting, engineering and
legal services. Our dedicated and experienced project
delivery team provides ‘one-stop-shopping’ for our
customers.” Mr. Bray explained that with customer savings
of an average of seven percent annually from customer's
consumption baseline, and a delivery cost of 1.1 percent of
the average project implementation cost, the ESPC program
provides unparalleled value to customers by delivering a
high-quality product at an affordable rate much lower than
traditionally funded programs.

Mr. William S. Farrow is a Public Affairs Specialist with the
Huntsville Center, USACE.
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